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Hwyblogs.Com Offers Free Blogging Service Geared Towards the Trucking
Industry

HWY Blogs announces its free blogging service offered to individuals and companies in the
trucking industry.

Springfield, MO (PRWEB) May 17, 2005 -- HWY Blogs announces its free blogging service offered to
individuals and companies in the trucking industry.

HwyBlogs.com is a web site specifically targeted towards the trucking industry, from truck drivers and their
spouses to trucking company management. Its goal is to provide an online community where users can share
interests and discuss industry topics through use of web logs.

Web logs, commonly know as blogs, are online journals displayed in chronological order with the most recent
postings listed first. These writings normally contain the authorÂ�s day-to-day activities, items of interest, or
intriguing news subjects, and are not limited to any one of those.

Â�With the advancement and higher use of technology in our industry,Â� say co-founder, Jonathan Warren,
Â�we wanted to offer truck drivers a means to easily communicate and share photos with friends and family
while being on the road. Our easy to use software allows users to create an account, and post their first blog
within minutes.Â�

The HWY Blogs free service features:
- Unlimited blog postings
- 2 megabytes/month blog images
- Up to 20 photo gallery images
- Personal profile page
- Several templates and custom header image

HwyBlogs.com strives to become the number one trucking community on the internet by providing users with
an invaluable tool to stay in contact with others, while offering trucking related companies a unique approach to
get their message in front of a targeted audience.

For more information, or to create your free blog visit: http://www.hwyblogs.com
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Jonathan Warren
417-877-8802
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Contact Information
Jonathan Warren
HWY Blogs
http://www.hwyblogs.com
417-877-8802

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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